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Most wave propagation problems of classical physics can be formulated 
as first order symmetric hyperbolic systems of partial differential equations. 
The symbol of the spatial part for these systems is seldom elliptic and very 
often there are several nonzero propagation speeds which can coincide in 
various directions. These facts greatly complicate the study of such systems. 
Further, the solution of the mixed initial-boundary value problem is also 
complicated by the possible coupling of modes at the boundary and, 
depending on the particular choice of boundary condition, the unitary group 
delivering solutions to the Cauchy problem is represented as a superposition 
of both plane waves and surface waves. It was observed in [6] that the 
existence of these surface waves that propagate with a speed k(p’) which 
vanish for nonzero p’ implies noncoercivity of the boundary condition. 
A detailed study of obstacle scattering for such systems requires that the 
problems mentioned above be dealt with; and the group solving the Cauchy 
problem be obtained in a form which exhibits the coupling of modes, surface 
waves, etc. 
Thus far, only the half space problems for the isotropic Maxwell system in 
iR: [6] and the equations of elasticity in IR’, [ 71 have been considered 
within a unified framework. Maxwell’s equations in uzcuo present a 6 X 6 
example of an isotropic system with one nonzero propagation speed of 
multiplicity two and the symbol has constant rank four. The constant, 
maximal, energy-preserving boundary conditions for Maxwell’s equations in 
IR: [5] are described by two one-parameter families Bi (“classical”) and 8: 
(“strange”). In [6], the unitary groups U:(t) corresponding to Bt are 
represented as a superposition of plane waves and all such conditions are 
shown to be coercive, whereas the group U:(t), corresponding to Bt, all 
admit surface waves and are shown to be noncoercive. 
The isotropic elastic system in R’, [7] is a 5 x 5 system with two distinct 
propagation modes, S (shear) and P (pressure), and the symbol has constant 
rank four. The classical boundary conditions are shown to couple the modes 
and admit surface waves, while other boundary conditions do not couple the 
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modes (i.e., and incident P(S) wave gives rise to only a reflected P(S) wave). 
Furthermore, there are boundary conditions which do not admit surface 
waves. Thus, even in the two simpliest examples, the behavior of the 
solutions may be very complicated. 
It is the purpose of this paper to examine the equations of crystal optics 
within the framework given in [6] and [7]. As will be seen, this system, 
which may be regarded as a perturbation of the Maxwell system, has several 
features in common with the above examples, but differs in other very 
important respects. This is a 6 x 6 system whose symbol has constant rank 
four and there are two nonzero propagation speeds which coincide along the 
directions of the crystal axes. Thus, the system is not isotropic and, in fact, 
not even uniformly propagative. Besides being an important system in its 
own right, as a perturbation of the Maxwell system, it provides a setting in 
which to study the effect of perturbation of Maxwell’s equations. The 
maximal, energy-preserving boundary conditions for crystal optics in Ri are 
precisely the same two one-parameter families of conditions for Maxwell’s 
equations. 
This paper consists of two sections. In Section 1, we present the equations 
of crystal optics, the resolution of the identity for the symbol, the maximal, 
energy-preserving boundary conditions and the resolvent kernel. For the 
most part, we follow the procedure in [6 and 71, so many details will be 
omitted. 
In Section 2, it will be shown that, just as for Maxwell’s equations, the 
boundary conditions Bt all admit surface waves, while the conditions B: do 
not. Thus, we see that the presence of surface waves is stable under pertur- 
bations. It will also be shown that the classical boundary conditions BF, B: 
are characterized as the only two conditions which do not couple the modes 
at the boundary; this property distinguishes mathematically the classical 
boundary conditions among all other energy-preserving boundary conditions. 
This is in marked contrast to the elastic case [7], where both classical 
conditions couple the modes. The boundary conditions Bi are all 
noncoercive just as with Maxwell’s equations. In this case, the surface waves 
which violate coercivity are much more complicated because the modes are 
coupled. In spite of this, the propagation speeds k,(p’) vanish in precisely 
the same directions as they do for Maxwell’s equations. 
We also present the general form of the eigenfunction expansion and 
several important properties. These results are obtained in exactly the same 
way as the corresponding results in [6 and 71, so the proofs are omitted. 
Finally, in the cases BF and Bi. we present a fairly detailed description of 
the generalized eigenfunctions. 
The essential constituent in applying the techniques dev2loped in [6 and 7 ] 
is an explicit representation of the resolution of the identity for the symbol. It 
is generally very difficult to obtain the relevant projections explicitly. For 
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this reason. a simple description of how the projections for crystal optics can 
be obtained is included in the appendix. The results of this appendix were 
presented to me by John Schulenberger, a fact which I gratefully 
acknowledge. The techniques will probably prove to be very useful in similar 
computations for other examples. 
I 
We make the following simplifying assumptions. It will be assumed that 
the coordinate axes have been chosen to coincide with the principal axes of 
the dielectric tensor and that the constant magnetic permeability is 1 (cf. 
] 1,2, 3,9] j. In this case, the equations governing the propagation of elec- 
tromagnetic waves in crystals is given by 
-ic?,u = Em’A(D)u = A(D)u, (l-1) 
D, = -ia,,, 
E =diag[E,,I] = diag[e,, eZ, e2, 1, 1, I], 
(1.2) 
where E,>E~>E~. The various possibilities of equality of the {ei} are 
distinguished by: E, = E? = .sj isotropic Maxwell’s equations, E, = E: > .s) 
equations for uniaxial crystals, E, > E? > s3 equations for biaxial crystals. 
The symbol A(p) = @A(D), where @ denotes the Fourier transform in R-‘, 
i.e., 
with inverse @*f(x)= Q/(-x), is given by 
c = diag[c,, c2, c3] = E;‘. 
The characteristic polynomial for A(p) is 
deV(p) - 0 = C’K” - Q~P)C’ + Q4(p). 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
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where 
Q*(P) = r, + r2 + (c, + c,)P: 3 
Q,(P) = IPI* (~3~2 + c,w:), 
IPI2 =p: +p; +p:, P’=@,rP*)r lp’12 =p; +p;* 
(1.6) 
r, = cj IP’lZr Y*=C,p~+C*p:. 
The symbol has constant rank four on R’\(O) (i.e., (1.1) is strongly 
propagative); the eigenvalues are A,(p) = 0 with multiplicity two and 
21: ,(P) = Q&-J) + WP))“*, 
2%~) = Qz(P) - WP))“~, 
WP) = Q:(P) - 4QO) (1.7) 
= [(dz*P, - d*,P,Y + 4,I41 [42P, + d2,PJ2 + 4,PSIY 
d; = (Ci - c,), i>j, 
each of multiplicity one except in the direction of the crystal axes where they 
coincide. This set of points in R3, denoted by 2, consists of the two lines 
through the origin and the points (+d *, , 0, kd32). In the uniaxial case, this 
reduces to one line through the origin and the point (O,O, d,,). 
The resolution of the identity for A(p) is given by the following 
projections for w = p/I p I, p E P “\Z: 
, H’ @M’ = ‘WM’, (1.8) 
c’ = diag[c,c,, c,c3, c,c2], 
P*,(w) = 2-‘D(,u)y”’ x (1.9) 
-cwAwA+~;*(W)CWAwW -A;;(w) c(w A w A cw + L;(w)w A) 
A;:(w)@ A CM’ A w + @w)w A) -wAcwA+~;(w)wA WA 1 ’ 
P**(w) = 2-‘D(wy* x (1.10) 
cw A w A -n,‘(w) cw A cw A &:c(w A w A cw A +L;(w)w A) 
-2k2(w)(w A cw A w A +A;(w)w A) w A cw A -L;(w)w A w A 1 . 
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The projections (1.8)-( 1.10) are positive homogeneous of degree zero and 
for p E P’\Z. M, = (0, f 1, *2 } satisfy 
(i) I= \‘ P,(P), 
IE 11,, 
(ii) W,(p))* = EP,(P), (1.11) 
(iii) P,(P) P,(p) = W,(P), 
(iv) (A(P) -&’ = ,s (h(P) - CF ’PAP>. Im[#O. 
0 
As shown in [6 and 71, these properties are the essential ingredients for 
computing the eigenfunction expansions. Our results will be established in 
the uniaxial case and, in this case, the expressions (1.7~(1.10) simplify to 
A: ,(P) = CIP3 + f-1 9 12,2(P) = c,p: + rz, 
r, = c3 lP’12, r2 = c, Ip’12, 
(1.12) 
p,(P) = e,(p)’ W,(p)). p2(p) = e2(p)’ We,(p)), (1.13) 
el(p> = 
2-l;2q(p) 
IP’I 
L 
7-l 2c~‘2~y’(p) 
e2(p) = - 
IP’I 
ClPlP3 
ClPIP3 
-3 lP’12 
A,(P)P2 
-J,(P)P, 
0 I 
I 
&(P)P, 
-h(P)P, 
0 
-PI P3 
1 -P2P3 IPT 
(1.14) 
where e,(p), e2(p) are orthogonal in C: (C6 with inner product given by 
(4. w) = d*Ey/, 4, IJI E C”) and (A(p) -l,(p)) e,(p) = 0. The projections 
P-,(p) are computed using the fact that e_,(p) = e,(-p), I= 1, 2. 
Denote by Pi, .PE the Hilbert spaces tt(r;j’, ,Ch) and L:(lP’. C.‘), 
respectively. If Q is F?i or lP3, then Lf(Q. C”) has inner product 
LL g) = [ g*Eg. 
-0 
(1.15) 
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The constant, maximal energy-preserving boundary conditions for 
Maxwell’s equations in IR: (cf. [5 1) are given by 
Bf 1004 = 0 1 0 0 00 1 -1 0’ 
B”=1-A 00 0 0 
c7 
[ 00 01 1 -A 0’ 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
where II E IR U (co ) and the conditions Br, Bz are interpreted by dividing 
by A and passing to the limit. These are precisely the same conditions for 
(1.1) and (1.2) in I?: (b iaxial and uniaxial cases). Corresponding to the 
boundary condition B:.,, we define A:,, to be the self-adjoint extension of 
A(D) in Zz (cf. [4, 5,6, 7,8]). 
The solution to the mixed problem for (l.l), [(1.16), (1.17)] with initial 
data fE C3(A:.,) n iV(Af,,)‘, (C2(A:,,) the domain of A:,, in &“E’ , N(Af,,)’ 
the orthogonal complement of the null space of A:.,) is given by 
WY t) = w.,wfM)~ (1.18) 
where U:,,(f) is the unitary group 
U:,,(t) = lx epirk dF, 
-m 
(1.19) 
and F, = F(- co, k) is the spectral family for A;.“,o in 2:. 
The spectral family is obtained from the classical formula 
(; {[F(b) +F(b-)I - [F(a) + F@-)I f, f) 
(1.20) 
([R(k + k) - R(k - ie)]f, f) dk, 
where a, b E F?, a < b and R(c) is the resolvent of A>,,. Recall that R(c) has 
the symmetry property 
(mr))* = Jwrl. (1.21) 
Extend (R(Qf)(x) to IR” by zero, i.e., 
umf)(4 = XII +(x3P(c)f)(x)~ x E IR-'. (1.22) 
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Using the resolvent identity, (1.21), (1.22) and the Plancherel theorem we 
can write (1.20) in the form 
(1.23) 
= lim E 
i J 
-’ 1 @(&k - ie)f)(p)I’ dk dp. 
cl0 n.z71 (1 
(1.24) 
The interchange of the integration is valid because @@(c)f)(.) is a 
continuous L,-valued function for Im [ # 0. The norm 1’ 1 in (1.24) is the E- 
norm in C6. 
To find @(Rlf), recall that Z?(C) is given in terms of the resolvent kernel by 
(1.25) 
Just as in [6 and 7 1, we seek R(x, y, [) in 9 ’ (the space of tempered 
distributions) in the form 
R (x, y, c) = X(x - 4’1 c) - F(& 4’3 <), (1.26) 
where X(x -y, [) is the fundamental solution for (A(D) - 0, i.e., 
(A(D) - (I) ,F(., [) = 6(.) in .,? ’ (1.27) 
and F(x, y, [) satisfies 
Using the Fourier transform in .Y ’ and (1.27), we have 
.F(., [) = (27r)3;* @*[A(p) - tq ~’ a(-). 
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Apply the Fourier transform in the x’ = (x,, x,) variables to this expression 
to obtain 
@.,J(x -Y4’1 NP’) 
= (2n)-2e-iy’P’ (_ er(x~-b~b [A(~!, p3) _ t;] - * dp,. 
(1.29) 
For Ip’I # 0, Im [ # 0, x2 = 0 make the change of variables pj + -pJ in 
(1.29). This integral can be evaluated, using the residue theorem, once we 
have the singularities of [A(@, pj) - t;] I. To this end, we extend the eigen- 
values L,(p) to functions of the complex variable r =pJ + iv and then 
describe the singularities in r of [A(@, r) - [I-‘. 
Define 
1, ,(p’, 5) = (c, r* + ly2, *ReL*, >O 
in the r-plane with branch cuts (-ice, -ir:‘2), (irt12, im), 
Ak2(p’. r)= (cl? + r2)“2, fReL *2>0 
in the r-plane with branch cuts (-ice, --ir,), (ir:‘2, ia). 
Then, from (1.11). we have 
(1.30) 
(1.31) 
[A@‘, r) - Cl-’ = r 
rzio 
P-W, 5) - CT’ PAP’, 0 (1.32) 
From (1.30) and (1.3 l), the singularities of (1.32) in the upper half plane 
are given by: 
r,(p’, [) = c;“~([~ - r,)“2, Imr,>O (1.33) 
defined for Ip’ 1 # 0 and c with branch cuts (-co, -r:“), (rij2, ~0) and 
r2(p’, [) = c; “‘(c’ - r2)“‘, Imr,>,O (1.34) 
with branch cuts (-co, -r:“2), (t-i”, co). 
For x3 = 0, 1 pi # 0, Im [ # 0, the residue theorem applied to (1.29) yields 
@&TV -4’7 Nr,=o (P’) 
= i(2n)-*e-i?‘P’ r eivJrr d,P,(p’, -rl, 0, (1.35) 
/=I 
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where 
P,(P’, 7!, 0 = ‘e,(p’, 7/, 0 lEe,(p’, 7/, C>l, 
e2(P’, 72,C) = 
c;/22- 1!2[- I 
IP’I 
$1 
I 1 -5172 . -P252 IP’12 
(1.36a) 
(1.36b) 
In order to obtain an appropriate expression for F(x, y, C), apply QXS to 
(1.28), yielding a system of ordinary differential equations in xj which can 
be computed using (1.35), 
@,JTP’, x3,4’, 0 
2 
= j(2n)-le-iY’P’ r 
/5 
eix”’ d,P,(p’, 7/, WI, (1.37) 
where D, = D,(p’, c, y3), I= 1, 2 (not unique) are 6 x 6 matrices choosen to 
match the boundary condition and are computed by solving the system of 
equations 
-+ B;&F’d,P,(p’, -7,, [) - d,P,(p’, t,, D,)} = 0. 
/G 
(1.38) 
Now, extend (1.29) and (1.37) by zero to x3 < 0 and apply the Fourier 
transform in the X, variable to obtain 
@x; +(x3) X(x - y, (J(p) = (2~)-~ ‘em’? ‘p’ 1 e-ryJp’ [A(P)-Cl-’ 
(1.39) 
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2 
= -(27c)e-ivp’ V 4 -P,(P’, 7/r C-P,. 
/r, (71 -PA 
(1.40) 
It should be commented that the computations yielding (1.39) and (1.40) 
are actually carried out by first multiplying (1.29) and (1.37) by $Jx~), 
where 
#,(x3) =e--3 x3 > 0, 
=o x3 < 0, 
and then passing to the limit as E -+ 0. This is slightly different than the 
corresponding computation in [6 and 71, but ultimately yields the same 
results; namely, the Fourier transform of the resolvent kernel extended by 
zero to lR3 can be written 
@QPv Yv 0 = @xR+(x3)mx --Yv 0 - @xn++(xa% Y, C)(P) (1.41) 
(cf. (1.22) and (1.25). 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we shall apply the information in Section 1 to obtain the 
results described in the introduction. It will be shown that ail boundary 
conditions Bi admit surface waves while there are no surface waves in the 
cases B:. Further, the only conditions which do not couple the modes are 
B;, BT. The conditions Bi admit surface waves with propagations speeds 
k(p’) which vanish for nonzero p’ and hence, as shown in [5 and 61, these 
conditions are noncoercive. Finally, using (1.24), we give a more detailed 
discussion of the eigenfunction expansions and their properties. 
The form @R(p, ~7, [) in (1.41) indicates that further progress can only be 
made by taking into account the specific boundary conditions Bf,, and hence 
the computations of D, from (1.38). In order to compute D, and Dz, we will 
need B:,,P, , B;i-a,P,. 
B;I\P,(p’, rl,C) 
-lp’12a Cp2a -I;p,a 0 
-lP’12P CPzP -CP,P 1 0 ’ (2.1) 
a = cl 71Pl - AC-P2 3 P=CI~IPZ +XP,, 
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B;! P2( p’. 52, C) 
i-’ CPZI 
=21p’12 
--rP,Y 0 --C1P1tzY -C,P,~zY Cl lP’121’ 
-CPzJ CP,d 0 c,P,rzd C,P258 1 -c, Ip’@ ’ y=& +Lp,rY., d=rP, -hr2, (2.2) 
BGP,(P’, r13 0 
u-2 
[ 
2 - 2 - 
=&jF 
cl r,p2a cl rlp2a -c,r,Ip’j2G c,[r,pzG -c,@,r,ii 0 
Cr,P,/J h,P,P -t;lPW C’PJ -CP,B 1 0 ’ 
ii=p, -lpp?, B=P2 +Appl, (2.3) 
Bt P2(p’. r2, 0 (2.4) 
c-’ CZP2P =- -C’p,P 0 -tc,p,r,fl -@,p2r2P Cc, IP’IY 
2 IP’12 -iIp2r2ii @,r,ki 0 c,rii,a’ 
2 - 
cl r2P2a -c, r2 Ip’l% I * 
All information regarding the presence of surface waves is contained in the 
so-called Lopatinski determinant. In particular, the essential zeros of the 
Lopatinski determinant are the propagation speeds for the surface waves (cf.. 
[6 and 7 1). These essential zeros (if any) are discovered in the computation 
of matrices D, by, for example, Cramer’s rule. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For any pair of nonzero columns B:*,P’;, B,!.,PI of 
B:., P, , B:,, P, define 
A point 0 & c = kfJp’) is said to be an essential zero iff k>.,(p’) is a real 
zero of d,,j( p’, c) for all choices of i, j. 
A simple computation using (2.1~(2.4) and Definition 2.1 yields 
(1) The only possible essential zeros for B,\ must be the real zeros, 
c = k(P’), of 
d:(p’, C) = c, 5, + A’r, ; (2.5) 
(2) The only possible essential zeros for Bi are the real zeros, 
4 = 4P’), of 
~XP’, 0 = cl 5, r,(p, -SPRY + C2(p2 + AP,Y. (2.6) 
Recalling the definitions of r, , r2 ((1.33) and (1.34)), we see that (2.5) is 
never zero for real [ and Ip’ 1 # 0 while (2.6) always has two real simple 
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zeros in (-r:“, ri’* ). In fact, if we let a’= (p, -Ap2), a= (pz +Ap,), then 
the essential zeros for Bt are given by 
k?,,(p’) = - C”(r, + r2) + a’*(a”(r, - r2)2 + 4r, rzp)‘12 
2(p” - 2) 
1 IPI > I4 
v2 
=( 1 r, + r2 IPI = I 61 (2.7) 
2(r, + r2) + a’*(C4(r, - r2)* + 4r,r$)” 
2ca” - CT”) IPI < I4 
and k?, ,(p’) E (0, r?). Note the k, ,(p’) are continuous and vanish in exactly 
the same nonzero direction, a’ =p, - kp2 = 0, as do the corresponding 
propagation speeds for the surface waves in [6, p. 5241; here, of course, the 
value k,(p’) is more complicated. Just as in [6], this implies that the 
boundary conditions B;j are noncoercive on the orthogonal complement of 
the null space. 
Thus we have the result 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) No boundary condition B: admits surface waves. 
(ii) All boundary conditions Bt admit surface waves. 
(iii) All boundary conditions B;j are noncoercive on N(A2)‘. 
Theorem 2.2, together with the discussion on p. 526 of [6], yield the 
following interesting result: 
COROLLARY. For Maxwell’s equations, the presence of surface waves is 
stable under perturbations. 
From (1.38), we see that the modes are uncoupled precisely when we can 
find D,, D2 so that 
elv3*l BP,(P’, -5,) <) = BP,(P’, r,, [)D,, 
e-iy3T2 BP,(p’, -7?, 4) = BP#, r,, <)D,. 
(2.8) 
THEOREM 2.3. The boundary conditions BF, B,” are characterized as the 
only two conditions which do not couple the modes. 
To see that the modes are uncoupled in these cases, it is simply a matter 
of checking that D,, D,, given in (2. lo), satisfy (2.8) and hence (1.38). Let 
T= diag[l, 1, -1: -1,--l, l] (2.9) 
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The matrix T satisfies the further properties 
TP,(p’, -r/,0 = P,(P’, r/v 4-F 
and (2.11) 
TA(P’, -PA = A(PP-- 
To show that all other boundary conditions couple the modes requires 
only simple algebraic computations. We consider only the case B:, 
,4 E R\(O}. Denote, for example, the first column of D, by d and the rows of 
BtP, by (xv, /Iv. From (1.38) and (2.8), for the modes to be uncoupled would 
require that 
for all C # 0, Ip’ 1 # 0 and this would imply that 
(c,r,p, -GP,)(c,~,P, -XP,) = (c,r,p, +Kp,)(c,r,p, +Xp2). 
Equality in this expression for all C # 0, Ip’ 1 # 0 cannot hold unless 
A=O, co. 
The cases B;j are similar. 
Remark 2.4. (i) Exactly the same computations have been carried out 
in the general biaxial case using P, , P, of (1.9) and (1.10) and Theorems 2.2 
and 2.3 are unchanged. In fact, the matrices D,, Dz in (2.10) work for BF.‘L 
in the biaxial case. All other formulas are more complicated. As an example, 
we present the Lopatinski determinant for the condition Bz(p’, [) in the 
biaxial case 
where r,, r2 are the nonzero roots of (1.5) with respect to p3 for Im [# 0. 
Note that, when dz, = 0 (uniaxial case), this expression reduces to (2.6). 
(ii) The fact that there are no essential zeros for Bi and only simple 
essential zeros for the conditions Bi provides us with the necessary setting to 
compute the spectral families and eigenfunction expansions exactly as in [6 
and 71. 
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The crucial step in computing the spectral family from (1.24) is the 
justification of the interchange of the limit and the first integration. Although 
the proof is simpler in this case, it is still long and technical and will not be 
given; we refer to the justification given in the Appendix of [6] for Maxwell’s 
equations. 
(iii) In what follows, all expressions will be written for the case Bi. In 
the Bt case, the expressions simplify since there are no surface waves. 
Our final goal is to compute the spectral family from (1.24) and state 
several properties of the generalized eigenfunctions. For (a, b) c IR\(O ] a 
finite interval Ip’ 1 # 0, we must compute 
(2.12) 
This will be accomplished using the classical formula 
1 
!ft$ ,b (k-p)*+&* i #(k)dk=&.b,@)$@) 
(2.13) 
valid for any continuous function 4. We will also need several properties of 
r, , t2 which follow immediately from (1.30~( 1.34). 
For lp'l #O, Im C#O, 
W Im r,W, 0 > 0, 
(ii) A,@, r,(p’, C) = C for +Re 6 > 0, 
(iii) n,,(p’,rj(p’,r))#rforj#l, 
(iv) 2 1 = d, exists and is nonzero, 
T = T, 
(VI lim r,W, Cl = *k IP~ 1, k=kl C+.~~I(P) fi0 
rd.ryt;+io r,(A C) + *k M j#l 
I 
(2.14) 
In order to represent the limit in (2.12) in terms of plane waves and 
surface waves, we introduce the following notation: Define M = {f 1, *2}, 
M,= (k-1) and 
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3/(Pv 0 = J,,,, ‘GYP, J’T 0 W(Y) dY9 IEM, 
I 
(2.16) 
3F(P.i)=~l C(P7 L’7 0 W(Y) 44 SEM,. 
The limits in (2.15) and (2.16) can be computed using (2.14), (1.39), 
(1.40) and (1.41): f= 1,2,k=+l 
(2.17) 
= (zn)-3, 2,-ry’p’ + 
I 
Up’) 
/=I Cl rxr; - P3) 
P,(P’, 6. k,(p’)) 
&(P’, y3, k,(p’))[ Em’. 
where rf = r,( p’, k,( p’ )), 
6, = s 1;~ ) W,(p’) - Cl Q(P’. .1’?. 1,. 
-\ 
3/(P) = 1. WP. Y) g(Y) 4,. (2.19) . 1 
A(P) = 1. G+-(P, Y) QT.4 dy. I E M, s E M,,. 1 
With these expressions. we can use (2.13) to compute (2.12). For fixed 
Ip’ / # 0, choose 6 small enough so that the sets 
3; = (a. 6) n (A,(p) - d, A,(p) + 6), 
df=(a.6)n(k,(p’)-S,k,(p’)+6). 
are pairwise disjoint. Then (2.12) can be written as 
& 
(A,(P) - k)’ + E’ 
IMP) - 0 @~(&f(~)l~l~=r+,, dk 
E 
+ t 1.; (k,( p’) - k)’ + E’ KkW- c) @~(&/-(~)l~l~ ~A+,‘ dk . I 
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Recall that, for the boundary conditions B:, this sum extends only over 
M. 
Using (2.13) the definitions in (2.19) and the expression (2.20), we can 
finally write (1.24) in the form 
y 1. h,(P) IiL( +x&(P) IPY(P)l’I dP3 (2.21) 
/Elf . ,’ 
YE \I,, 
where A, = (p: A,(p) E (a, b)}, A, = (p: k,(p’) E (a, 6)} and the norm, I 1, in 
(2.21) is the E-norm in C6. Hence we obtain the lemma 
LEMMA 2.5. For f E G(iRl, C”) and anyfinite interval (a, b) c R\(O}. 
11 
. IF@, b)fl’ = s I3/fi(Pf 4J f !1, Ifm’ dP/ . (2.22) 
/%U ‘3, 
c E .w, 
G’(D). C”) are C” compactly supported functions from R’ to Ch. (Again, in 
the case B$, the sum is only ouer M.) 
The following results through Theorem 2.8 will be presented without 
proof. The proofs are the same as those found in [6 and 71. 
Let P, = F(0) - F(O-) be the projection onto the null space of A:., in 
Fl and define -pg = (I - Pow:. Then for fE 2: of compact support, 
from (2.22) 
Ifl’ = (.Lf) = F- ~ll3,ll’ +IIP~II’ 
/Zl SEC& 
L (2.23) 
where 
is the norm in LF([H”, C”) =-FE. On approximatingfE 2: by functions in 
~Z(ll?~, C”), the equality in (2.23) holds for such f as well. Define the 
mappings into ZE by 
@,f @) =3/(P), @Yf @) =3:(P). (2.24) 
These maps are bounded by one and hence extend by continuity to all of 
.Fl. Denote these extended maps again by @J,, a:. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. For anyJ gE %,‘, AC R, 
+ XA,(P> f%J) W(P) I 4-b 
A, = i P: UP) E A I, A,= (p:k,(p’)EA}. 
This follows from Lemma 2.5 and polarization. 
LEMMA 2.7. For any compactly supported f in ZE. 1 E M, s E M,, 
@?f(x) = I;, Y’,(P, x) Q-(P) dp, 
(2.25) 
where !P,(p, x), C,(p, x) are the conjugate transposes of (2.17) and (2.18) at 
(P, x)* 
On approximating f in XE by a sequence of compactly supported 
functions (&}, we have 
the limit taken in the topology of 4. The ranges of @I”, @I’ are contained 
in 3:. Furthermore, the functions Y’,(p, x), C,( p, x) are a complete set of 
generalized eigenfunctions for A:,, satisfying 
4,,(w Y,(PY x) = A,(P) P,(P, x), 
4,&?J Z,(PV x) = UP’) C,(P, x)3 
B& Y,(p, x’, 0) = q!,C,(p, x’, 0) = 0. 
(2.26) 
THEOREM 2.8. For any f in 9;) in the limit sense, 
f(x) = -i- 
G 
{ @pD,f (x) + @;-@yflx)}. (2.27) 
SEW, 
The group solving the mixed problem for initial data f in 9: is given bq 
(UJa,(t)f)(x)= v (@J,*e”“” ‘@,f(x) + @;.e+““’ ‘@pf(x)}. (2.28) 
/;-;I 
5 E If, 
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Further, f is contained in G?i n Li?(Af,,) lfl I,(p) A(p), k,(p’) t(p) E 4 
and for such f 
N-(x) =c i @T4(, > @d(x) + @%(. ) @,9f(x) 19 (2.29) 
IrM 
SEM, 
@,4-(P) = b(P) 3/(P). @Y&-(P) = MP’) t(P). (2.30) 
The operators @/*@,, @y’@; are mutually orthogonal orthoprojections in 
R,? which reduce U(t) and 
In the special case Bz the results of Theorem 2.8 have a very simple form. In 
this case, D, , D, are given by (2.10) and a complete set of generalized eigen- 
functions are 
yk~,,(JJ,x) = (2n)-3’2XDi~~(p3)XBizG,eiX’P’ [eixxp’Z- e-ix3pzT] Pk,(p)E-‘. (2.32) 
For fE Zz, define 
F(x) =f(x) x3 > 0 
= - Tf(x’, -x3)x3 < 0. (2.33) 
then Gk, and @&Qk, are simply 
@J(P) = x~I--~(PJ) PM(P) @F(P), 
@k*I @J(x) = @*Pd. 1 @F(x). 
(2.34) 
The results of Theorem 2.8 all simplify in this case. 
Note that the matrix T provides the appropriate extension offto x3 < 0 so 
that the group solving the mixed problem is just the group for the whole 
space acting on very special initial data. 
As a final example we present D,, D2 in the case By in order to 
demonstrate the way in which these matrices give rise to the coupling of 
modes and surface waves. In this case the Lopatinski determinant is 
A:(P’, 0 = ~151 rzp: + C*P: (2.35) 
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with two simple zeros [= k,(p’) given by (2.7) and we can take 
D, = A- 1 jJew7r~~- 2eblr2B, 1, 
D, = _ A 1 peinuT + 2eirlrtg2 1, 
where A=A~(p’,[),d=c,r,r,p~-<‘pi and 
B, = (2.37) 
Bz = 
B: 0 
I I 0 B;’ 
(2.38) 
where 
B; = 
(2.36) 
0 0 
2 
Cl7172P2 Cl7lP2 IP’12 1 1 
[ 
2 
--Cl =172p, 0 
B;= 0 2 Cl Tl72P2 
0 C372P2 IP’I? 
To demonstrate how the coupling takes place, we list the effect of the 
matrices T, B, and B, on the eigenvectors which generate P,(p’, r,, () in 
(1.36) 
‘W,(p’, r,, C))T= -‘W,(p’, -5,) 0). 
W2(p’, r2, C))T= Ve,(p', -r2, C)X 
‘We,(p’, r,, C))B, = -c;“~<P, ~27, ‘(Ee2(p’+ -72, Oh 
(2.39) 
‘W,(p’, r2, O)B2 = $2Cp, p2r2 ‘We,(p’, -r,, 43). 
Thus the matrix B, turns an incident e, wave into a reflected ez wave and B? 
an e2 wave into an e, wave. With the matrices D,, Dz in (2.36) the 
generalized eigenvectors !?‘k,(p, x), C,,(p, X) can be computed using (2.17) 
and (2.18). 
In the expression for Yk2(p, x), the term involving B, (for angles of 
incidence I w’ 1 > c; ‘c,) takes an incident ez wave into a reflected e, wave 
which decays exponentially away from the boundary. This corresponds to a 
similar result for the equations of elasticity [ 7 ] where an incident S wave can 
give rise to a reflected P wave which decays exponentially. 
Concluding Remark. Theorem 1.3 of (8 1 implies that there is a class of 
anisotropic elastic media which is distinguished as the image of the equations 
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of crystal optics under the isomorphism of the theorem. To discover what 
this class is, the problem reduces to determining E for the elastic system. 
Once the E is found, the isomorphism allows us to carry over the infor- 
mation we have for the equations of crystal optics to the shear subspace of 
this distinguished class of elastic equations. This should be a major 
computational aid in treating anisotropic elasticity problems. 
APPENDIX: COMPUTATION OF (1.8), (1.9), (1.10) 
For systems with symbols A(p) of the form 
A(P) = 
0 E,‘A(P) 
A*(P) 0 1 
it has been shown in [2] that the projections in (1.9) and (1.10) have the 
form 
G*E,‘~Q,~*(P) *A-‘(P)E,‘AQ,(P) 
*A-‘(P) Q,A*(p> 1 Q,(P) ’ (a4 
1 = l,..., N, 
where Q,(p) is the projection in C’ onto the A:(p) eigensubspace for 
A*E, ‘A(p). It is many times easier to compute the projections Q,(p) and 
use (a. 1) to find the P,(p). If, in addition, the characteristic polynomial for 
A(p) has the form 
WA(p) - Cl = UC” - Q2(pK2 + Q4(~)), 
where Q*(p) = l:(p) + L:(p), Q,,(p) = L:(p) L:(p), then the minimal 
polynomial is 
Q(P’, 0 = T(C” - QAP)C* + Q~P)>. 
The matrix A*(p) has the form 
(a.2) 
A*(P) = 
E,‘AA*(p) 0 
0 1 A*E,‘A(p) ’ (a.3) 
and thus the minimal polynomial for E;‘AA*(p) and A*E; ‘A(p) must be 
either 
or 
a,(C) = CC’ - Qz( P)L + Q‘,(P)) 
q(C) = CCC’ - QAPK + Q~P)). 
(a.4) 
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LEMMA. If B(p) is a matrix with minimal polynomial, q(C) = 
UC2 - Q,(P)C + Q~P)), then 
B’ - QzB + QJ= QdP,,, (a.5) 
where P, is the projection onto the null space of B. (The variable p will be 
suppressed as in (aS).) 
Proof: 
0 = B3 - QzB2 + Qc,B 
= [(B - t;l) + t;l]” - Qz[(B -Y) - I;I]’ + QA[(B- U) + I;] 
=(B-1;1)(B2-2@++21+3~(B-@+3~21 
- Qz(B - U) - X-Q2 + Q4 I + s(W 
= (B - c;r) {B2 + (C - Q&B + 4- ‘s(W/ + 4(c)l. 
Thus we have 
I=(B-1;1)[-q(C)-‘(B2+(C-Q2B}---‘I]. 64 
The projection P, is computed by the classical formula 
P, = -(27ci)-’ 
I 
[B -cl-’ d<, (a-7) 
Y 
where y is a small circle enclosing zero and no other eigenvalues. Combining 
(a.6) and (a.7), we have 
P, = -(27ri) ’ B'+(C-Q,P -(-I~ d[ 
-4(C) 1 
B’- Q2B 
Q4 +I’ 
which proves the lemma. 
In the case of crystal optics for w = p//p/, we have 
A(w) = 11’ A, E;‘=c, 
A*E,‘A(w) = -w A cw A, E,‘/iA*=cw~w/‘~ 
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The above lemma in this case gives 
(w A CM’ A)’ + (w A cw A)Q, + Q, = Q,P;, (a.8) 
(cw A w A)’ + (cw A WI A)Q2 + Q3 = Q, P,?, (a.9) 
where PA, Pi are the projections onto the null spaces of -w A cw A and 
--CM’ A u’ A, respectively. The vectors ‘(w, 0), ‘(0, w) are orthogonal eigen- 
vectors for A(p) and normalizing them we see that the null projector for 
A(P) is 
(a. 10) 
With this projection in hand it is easy to compute the projection onto the 
orthogonal complement of the nuil space of A(p), 
r-cwAcwA 0 
since 
P(w) = I Q4 0 -wAwA 
I 6 x 6 = pO(w) + p(fi’)~ 
(a.11) 
This provides us with the formulas 
Q4(w)I, y3 = w x WC’ - cw A cw A, 
I jx3=~x~v-wA WA. 
(a.12) 
The formulas (a. 12) imply 
-cw A cw A cw A = Q,(w) cw A, (a.13) 
and, together with (a.8) and (a.9), give 
(cw A w’ A)’ = -(A; + ,I;) cw A w A + cw A cw A, 
(w A CM’ A)’ = -(I; + 1;)~ A cw A + ,i;l; w A M’ A. 
(a. 14) 
(a.15) 
With the formulas (a-12~(a.15) in hand, it is easy to see that the projections 
Q, and Q, needed in (a.1) are 
Q,(w) = +T (-w A cw A + l;(w)w A w A), 
Q2(w) = -D$ (w A cw A - 1; w A IV A). 
(a. 16) 
(a.17) 
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The projections (1.9) and (1.10) are now computed using (a.1) and the 
formulas (a.12~(a.15). 
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